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PR Exhibits

Richard Saunders (The Great Impostor) is not above forging
documents. Saunders has a complete set of documents for his
fictional character, Lawrence Howard and these documents will
appear in the novel as the story unfolds. But there is another side to
this story. Other documents that are not forgeries are offered as proof
to substantiate the incredible “story behind the story”. A few samples
are included in the following pages.

Richard Saunders invented the technique of “method-writing”.
Saunders first envisions an episode or event that could fit into his
novel. He then attempts to act-out that vision in real life in an
effort to “make it happen”.
Finally he fictionalizes the event and folds it into the novel.
Sometimes these “method-written” episodes played out as
imagined and sometimes they morphed into something else.
Oftentimes Saunders will engage with famous (or soon to be
famous) individuals who have no idea that they have been sucked
into this fantasy-fiction world.
Most of this book was written or outlined in real-time as these
events occurred over the past fifty years. We believe that what
Saunders has accomplished here is revolutionary and unlike
anything ever previously undertaken or written.
Richard Saunders (The Great Impostor) is not above forging
documents or telling tall tales; so take our advice and attempt to
independently verify any of the claims and / or documents on the
following pages. Saunders claims that everything here is legit and
can be proved. In areas where questions still exist, the geocache
contents, once found, will remove all doubts.
Mykl Walsh and Richard Saunders have buried a geocache on
public land in southern New Hampshire. The location of this
treasure is hidden in code within the pages of Journey, A Short
Story – Volume I. The following items are samples of the type of
things that will be found in this underground vault. They connect
the real-life “method-written” events with the fiction that they
inspired – or vice-versa.
Mr. Saunders accidental recording of his 1998 meeting with Dan
Brown is just one of the items waiting to be found.

Letter to Richard Saunders father from JFK
(Saunders dad is the model for the Joseph Howard character)

Governor Weld Tours the Merrimack Valley 2/17/1994 (excerpts
are from The Eagle-Tribune newspaper)
Search the newspaper archives at Lawrence, MA or Andover,
MA public libraries to verify this “method-written” story.

(End of excerpts from Eagle-Tribune newspaper 2/18/1994)

Offer of proof that SecretAgentMan was in process before Richard
Saunders met Dan Brown in 1998 and gave him writing advice.

Offer of proof that Rich Saunders and Dan Brown met in 1998
Brown has authenticated his inscription here, but claims to not
remember the content of the conversation from that meeting.
Saunders is skeptical, but will give Mr. Brown the benefit of the
doubt.
What is certainly not in doubt is that Dan Brown altered his genre
after this meeting and appears to have taken Saunders advice.
Brown’s newly adopted genre resembles Saunders’ and
Saunders’ work in the genre came first.

Saunders decided to not fictionalize this episode in the
novel. He thought that doing so might appear to trivialize
this sensitive story. After much anguish, Saunders decided
to include the story in his book because the Memorial
struggles to raise funding for its perpetual care. He hopes
that giving it visibility in his book might help with those
fundraising efforts.

L. Ron Howard vs Daniel Trask
To verify this method-written story, go
to the John Joseph Moakley Federal
Courthouse in Boston, MA and ask to
see
Case # 1:07-CV-10007

Then ask Donald Trump and Mark
Burnett about it.

